There have recently been great demands to develop flow injection analysis (FIA) and other flow analysis methods for slow flow rate systems. Goto et al.l have employed an economical automated method using continuous micro flow for the determination of mercury in environmental analysis. Micro flow analysis stream (less than 100 µl min 1) is suitable for continuous monitoring because of the small amount of reagents required. We have also proposed an S4 system designed for the basic improvement of FIA instruments.2 Combinations of a narrow (i.d. sO.5 mm) and short (~10 cm) reaction tube, a small-volume flow cell (8 µl) and small flow rate (50.05 ml min 1) gave better sensitivity for the determination of macromolecules in biotechnology assays. Very recently, we have applied this system as a capillary stream sensor to the determination of potassium ion.3
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There have recently been great demands to develop flow injection analysis (FIA) and other flow analysis methods for slow flow rate systems. Goto et al.l have employed an economical automated method using continuous micro flow for the determination of mercury in environmental analysis. Micro flow analysis stream (less than 100 µl min 1) is suitable for continuous monitoring because of the small amount of reagents required. We have also proposed an S4 system designed for the basic improvement of FIA instruments.2 Combinations of a narrow (i.d. sO.5 mm) and short (~10 cm) reaction tube, a small-volume flow cell (8 µl) and small flow rate (50.05 ml min 1) gave better sensitivity for the determination of macromolecules in biotechnology assays. Very recently, we have applied this system as a capillary stream sensor to the determination of potassium ion. 3 Moreover, as biosensing devices have become smaller", stable pumping at a very small flow rate would be strongly desired through FIA use. However, it is not easy to buy such a stable pump commercially, although various pumping mechanisms are designed for the improvement of FIA apparatus. We therefore present a double plunger micropump with linear cam mechanism having very short plunger strokes, in order to attain higher sensitivity and precision in S4-FIA determination.
Experimental
The pumping properties were examined using the equipment for investigating dispersion behavior of the injected sample solute in laminar capillary flow system.5 The equipment for observing experimental laminar tube flow was applicable for the experimental evaluation of mixing process between colored sample solution and water in a tube since light source and photodiode are placed parallel to the outside walls of tubing. Mean concentrations of resulting solutions after mixing over a cross section can be measured sensitively.
The base lines and mixing profiles in a short tube were investigated at the down flow using the microphotometric detector. The signals were recorded after 4X104 M Basic Blue 3 (BB3) dye and distilled water were fed by each double pump and mixed.
A sample injector (Sanuki Model SV1-6U7, 8 µl) and a connector (less dead volume) were set to the flow equipment when the peak profiles were investigated. Tubing lengths between sample injector and connector were shortened as much as possible. A dilute solution of BB3 was used as the sample slug. Results and Discussion
The mechanical specifications of the micropump presented here are listed in Table 1 . It covers a very small flow rate region, 5 -130 µl/ min in total, as required by the above systems. Other pumps cannot meet this requirement. The micropump is a double plunger type with linear cam mechanism; the cam systems show a linear discharge curve.
The micropump features very short strokes (0.5 mm), a small plunger diameter (2.5 mm) to provide constant reciprocal feeding of very small amounts of solutions (2.45 µl/ stroke each) and has a characteristic phase shift of 1800.
A double plunger pump with linear cam mechanism is controlled to have slower reciprocations. Its short, 0.5 mm stroke and 2.5 mm diameter give it a complete The micropump forms reciprocal parabolic profiles of sample solution and water carrier when some amounts of sample (8 tl<) are injected into water. When the sample plug is injected, a surface is created between sample zone and water carrier. This pump has broader total interface area, i.e. all the surface area between sample and water phases than others, causing smoother and more quick mixing. It also needs no auxiliary dumping tube to disperse solutes. Small air traps are installed in the line for degassing.
An ideal flow device was used to evaluate whether this pump performed suitably with the above systems. After colored dye solution and water were fed by each double pump, mixing profiles in the tube were photometrically investigated at the down stream using the developed equipment.5 While the dye solution and water were fed by each double pump, the signal showed directly the mean concentrations of resulting solution over a cross section at each moment. The degree of mixing is measured in terms of a mixing coefficient. The mixing coefficient is defined as the ratio between the mean value of the signal band and the peak height of initial dye concentration.
The signal band (Fig. 1 in the upper column) denotes the width of the upper and lower side of signals. When colored solution and water are fed, the mixing state of two solutions shows the stability of base lines at the same time. Therefore, in this study, base lines were shown as the results of mixing state of colored solution and water.
In Fig. 1 , the degree of mixing, the stability of base lines and different pump coverage are also shown. In the case of the present micropump, the signal gave a wellmixed base line. Therefore, it was found that mixing of two solutions immediately occurred in a short tube. The advantage of mixing of the micropump was experimentally demonstrated, as the mixing coefficient was very small. Hence the base line obtained was so stable along every flow rate that high sensitivity could be expected electrically in common FIA use.
On the contrary, plunger pumps with eccentric cam mechanism showed large mixing coefficients, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this pump, it was found that two solutions were not mixed well in a short tube. Plunger pumps of eccentric cam mechanism having longer stroke length and wider plunger diameter discharge a rather large volume of feeding. They can be used only in ordinary flow rate regions for FIA. They are mechanically inefficient in such very slow flow rates regions because of intermittent feeding.
Peristaltic or syringe pumps showed rather small coefficients, but the signals were irregular (Fig. 2) . Therefore, it was found that their flow rates are changeable. Peristaltic or syringe pumps might work down to slow flow rate regions, but both pumps have other problems. Their use under conditions of thermal reactions at elevated temperature, which is an effective technique for FIA, is difficult because they do not have enough resistance to internal pressure. Moreover, these pumps can not be expected to feed at a stable flow rate over a long period of operation.
Finally the reproducibility of the micropump and syringe pump was tested by using the ideal experimental equipment under conditions for which double peaks can be obtained.5 The micropump gave reproducible peak profiles that reflected stable feeding; the syringe pump profile gave irregular feeding (Fig. 2) .
Further study is in progress for application to the determination of proteins with small molecular diffusivity.2 
